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Abstract 

 

 

Orthodox price theory turns on flexible prices that move frequently to 

maintain market-clearing equilibrium. Fixed prices are a source of market 

imperfections and failures.  In the traditional ethics of pricing, by contrast, 

prices should be set at a just norm and stay there, with only rare amendments.  

The current paper examines these attitudes to price variation and finds them 

inadequate: orthodox economics is too supportive of continual price changes, 

while the traditional ethics dwell too much on the just price.  A case is made 

for treating price stability as being distinct from the just price and valuable in 

itself.  Rather than yearning for an elusive optimum, ethical assessment of 

pricing can then be based on acceptable ranges for the price level and price 

variation. 
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1.  Introduction 

 

Among the pivotal questions of economic justice is how prices should be determined.  

Ever since the birth of economic philosophy, writers have pondered the ‘just price’ at 

which trade is balanced, such that neither sellers nor buyers have an advantage and 

benefits are shared (De Roover, 1958; Hamouda and Price, 1997; Reiff, 2013, Chapter 2; 

Elegido, 2020; Pinto-Garay, Ferrero and Scalzo, 2021).  From the traditional ethical 

viewpoint, the price in all markets should be just and change only when the just price 

needs to be amended.  Destabilising prices or manipulating them for personal gain would 

be unethical.  These arguments, tied to the just price, hint at a preference for price stability 

but do not engage directly with price variation. 

 

    The traditional ethics of pricing has been undermined by the onset of neoclassical 

economics as the orthodoxy.  In neoclassical modelling, markets gravitate to an efficient 

market-clearing equilibrium, with relative prices as the adjustment mechanism, and prices 

should be flexible, so as to reach equilibrium speedily.  Neoclassical theory welcomes 

variable prices, the faster moving the better, and dislikes rigid or ‘sticky’ prices that 

prevent the economy from adjusting (Blinder et al., 1998).  Endorsement of variable 

prices, a tacit ethical judgement, breaks away from the traditional ethics.  The neoclassical 

vision relies on swift attainment of equilibria through smooth, rapid price changes. 

 

    Ethical issues raised by price variation have been obscured by the fixation on the just 

price and by the fact that price variation takes several forms.  For a single good or service, 

the price can vary over time.  It can also vary over place or among buyers, leading to price 

discrimination.  In aggregate, we have changes in the average price level and the 

macroeconomic matter of inflation.  Neoclassical economics revolves around relative 

pricing, on which its equilibrium concept rests, and sees inflation as a separate, monetary 

topic.  Separating relative prices from inflation is not a safe assumption.  Changes in the 

prices of goods and services will have implications for both relative prices and the average 

price level.  Different forms of price variation are related, so it is best to embrace them 

all. 
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    The current paper aims to fill a gap in the literature by examining the ethics of price 

variation, as against the just price.  It seeks to make two main contributions.  First, it 

surveys the ethics of pricing, emphasising the sparse coverage of price movements, and 

highlights the tendency to approve price flexibility as neoclassical economics became the 

orthodoxy.  This switch of attitude has received little attention and will be brought out in 

the following discussion.  Second, it agrees with the ethical case for balanced trade, but 

suggests that this should be accompanied by a case for price stability, which is valuable 

whether or not the price is just.  Price stability will be better appreciated if considered in 

its own right.  The paper draws no formal distinctions between ethics, morality, justice or 

fairness – these terms are used interchangeably to refer to the presence of value 

judgements in economic discourse. 

 

    Section 2 traces ethical views, from their ancient origins to modern versions, with the 

stress on price variation.  Section 3 looks at neoclassical theory and its acclaim for price 

changes as the means of achieving efficiency.  Section 4 investigates the nature of pricing 

and the reasons why price variation should be limited.  Section 5 explores price variation 

in practice, and Section 6 concludes the paper. 

 

 

 

 

2.  Ethical Views of Price Variation 

 

Ethical assessment of pricing goes back to ancient philosophy.  Aristotle argued that trade 

should be unbiased towards sellers or buyers, displaying balance (Aristotle, 1953, Book 5, 

1962, Book 1, Chapters 9 and 10; Crespo, 2009).  The just price should be in line with 

production costs and share benefits evenly among traders.  If prices were to diverge from 

the just norm, they would be ethically suspect through loss of balance.  Trading purely 

for profits at other people’s expense was immoral.  Ancient writings called forth a 

long-standing tradition of ethical appraisal of prices (De Roover, 1958; Wilson, 1975; 

Hamouda and Price, 1997; Reiff, 2013, Chapter 2).  The ethical guidelines pertained to 

any organised trading, as a recommendation on how to proceed and a deterrent to 

malpractices. 
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    Similar guidelines survived into the medieval era (Baldwin, 1959).  The scholastic 

philosophy of Thomas Aquinas adapted Aristotelian ideas to a Christian frame and 

preserved Aristotle’s beliefs on trade: it was ethical as long as it was balanced (Friedman, 

1980; Koehn and Wilbratte, 2012; Koehler, 2016).  Trading to obtain mutual benefits in 

a regulated environment could be approved – market towns flourished as centres of trade 

during medieval times.  Profiteering and irregular trading were disapproved.  Christian 

thought frowned on borrowing or lending, because interest payments without a service 

offered in return were usury, a type of profiteering (Mews and Abraham, 2007).  Medieval 

scholars gave qualified support for commerce, provided that it satisfied the ethics of 

pricing. 

 

    The traditional ethical account interprets prices as norms designed to be just.  Their 

social attributes connote that they should not be set exclusively by sellers or buyers, which 

would yield unevenness.  To ensure balance, prices should be overseen by external 

authorities or collectively by the traders themselves.  Letting prices emerge haphazardly 

without oversight would be wrong – either sellers or buyers could seize control and upset 

the symmetry of the market.  Trading at just prices must be monitored and managed. 

 

    How do price variations fit into the traditional ethics?  With a regulated environment 

overseen by external authorities, the just norm will hold and prices will not vary over time 

or among traders.  If social, material or technological circumstances change, then the 

authorities can amend the norm after ethical reassessment.  The ensuing price variations 

should be movements of the norm; other price movements would unbalance the market 

and create undue gains for sellers or buyers.  The right kind of price variation is to have 

occasional amendments to the just price, in response to external events, with ethical 

oversight.  Price variation should be warranted on ethical grounds. 

 

    Attempts by traders to evade the just norm and manipulate the terms of trade for private 

gain were a breach of market rules.  They did happen, but the authorities suppressed and 

penalised them.  In medieval trade, for instance, assorted malpractices rooted in price 

manipulation were identified: forestalling was to buy at lower, unofficial prices before a 

market opens, regrating was to buy with the intention of selling for a profit, and 
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engrossing was to buy in order to force an artificial rise in price (Herbruck, 1929).  All of 

them secure an advantage by trading at terms outside the norm.  Market organisers urged 

traders to respect the market price, taking it as given, and had sole permission to adjust it, 

in a balanced, even-handed manner.  Any market with wayward, unstable pricing would 

be suspected of harbouring malpractices.  While there was no disavowal of price 

variation, the desire was for a just norm.  Changes in the norm to maintain justice were 

acceptable; other price movements or differentials were dubious. 

 

    Ethical appraisal of pricing lasted until the arrival of capitalism in the eighteenth 

century, when it was challenged by the campaign for laissez-faire.  The invisible-hand 

argument implies that competitive, self-interested market trade, left alone, will generate 

social gains, even though this was never the traders’ goal.  Benefits appear spontaneously, 

without ethical oversight, and regulation is redundant, as it might interfere with 

competition.  Pleas for ethical oversight of trade began to seem an outdated, pre-capitalist 

stance.   

 

    Despite the manifesto for capitalism and free trade, classical political economy did not 

abandon ethics.  Adam Smith, often credited with the invisible-hand argument, devoted 

much attention to ethics, in The Theory of Moral Sentiments and elsewhere (Smith, 1759; 

Bassiry and Jones, 1993; Montes, 2004).  Classical economic theory, formalised by David 

Ricardo, left room for prices to be ethical norms: market-clearing equilibria are absent, 

prices must be set deliberately, and ethics can still influence price setting (Downward, 

2009; Martins, 2014, Chapter 1; Otteson, 2019).  The classical surplus approach concedes 

that market power will be commonplace, so ethical doubts about pricing remain an issue.  

Only with the advent of neoclassical economics in the late-nineteenth century were the 

traditional ethics cast out from economic theory. 

 

    The ethics of pricing have been affirmed by institutional economists and others who 

rejected the neoclassical vision.  John Commons, for example, pointed out the legal 

foundations of capitalism, whereby property and contract law is a prerequisite for 

organised trade (Commons, 1924).  Nothing occurs spontaneously, including 

price-setting, and the legal system is crucial.  All prices must be set by human agents 

within an institutional environment, subject to given procedures.  The arbiter of justice is 
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the law, which should specify ‘reasonable value’ that balances the conflicting interests of 

sellers and buyers (Commons, 1924, 1925, 1936; Dugger, 1979; Ramstad, 2001; 

Obeng-Odoom, 2018).  The yardstick of a price being reasonable would be legal 

judgements on acceptable practices and codes of conduct in trade.  Price variations would 

have to be regulated if justice were to be upheld.  Reasonable value revives the older case 

for just prices. 

                    

    Philosophers have continued to write about economic justice and the ethics of pricing 

(Gewirth, 1985; Wolff, 2003; Reiff, 2013, 2019; Stacy and Lee, 2013).  A prime example 

is Reiff (2013, Chapter 4), who bases the just price on costs of production, so that profiting 

from a mark-up over costs would be immoral.  Since private profit is ubiquitous in 

capitalist economies, this would censure the prices of most goods and services as unjust.  

For a more liberal outlook, Reiff argues that many prices that exceed production costs are 

tolerably unjust if the margin is not excessive and lies within certain limits.  Only the 

prices above these limits would be exploitative and intolerably unjust.  A compromise 

can be reached in the middle ground between the high price sought by producers/sellers 

and the just price advocated on ethical criteria.  Traditional doctrines of the just price may 

thus be augmented to fit the workings of modern capitalism.  Even if the just price proves 

elusive, one can distinguish degrees of injustice that are tolerable from those that are not.  

The compromise reflects attitudes found among the general public – they will accept a 

moderate mark-up of prices over production costs but complain when prices are perceived 

to be unduly high. 

 

    In wider policy discussion, the traditional ethics have resurfaced with the fair-trade 

movement (Nicholls and Opal, 2005; Linton, 2012).  Fair trade is proposed 

internationally, unlike the just price in a single market, but derives from similar worries 

over imbalances.  Multinational corporations have swayed the terms of trade to their own 

advantage and the disadvantage of small producers in developing countries.  Such 

lopsided commerce can be viewed as unethical.  Regulating international trade is far from 

straightforward, there being no global authority to carry it out, and the fair-trade 

movement operates through bottom-up networks that promote ethical trading.  Markets 

could be moralised by consumer decisions to buy ethically, without always chasing the 

lowest price (Stehr, 2008; Stehr and Adolf, 2010; Zak, 2008, 2011).  On a large enough 
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scale, this behaviour would force multinationals to meet the new, ethical consumer 

demand.  Fair trade and moralised markets hark back to the traditional ethics of pricing. 

 

 

 

 

3.  The Neoclassical View of Price Variation 

 

The shift from classical political economy to neoclassical economics, sometimes 

described as the Marginalist Revolution, transformed economic theory from the 

late-nineteenth century onwards (Milonakis and Fine, 2009, Chapter 6).  Individualistic 

models of rational choice became the theoretical core, and equilibrium was redrawn as 

market clearing instead of profit-rate equalisation.  The classical focus on reproduction 

and growth was replaced by a focus on competitive exchange, while the social and 

structural features of markets were brushed aside (Jackson, 2007; Nicholas, 2012).  

Market-clearing equilibrium is Pareto efficient, according to the fundamental theorems 

of welfare economics, and constitutes a universal benchmark (Blaug, 2007).  In 

neoclassical models, price norms are superfluous: variable prices are the means by which 

the economy equilibrates and allocates resources efficiently.   

 

    Because the quest for Pareto efficiency entails a value judgement, neoclassical 

economics still has ethical content.  Under perfect competition, market power is 

eliminated, neither sellers nor buyers dominate, and the equilibrium appears to be just.  If 

markets operate as they should, then efficiency will emerge automatically, and the market 

price coincides with the just price.  The ethics of pricing are met by competition alone, 

hence the enthralment with efficiency rather than economic justice.  Orthodox economics 

says little about the just price but talks endlessly about equilibrium.  Once the just price 

is synonymous with the market price it can be conveniently forgotten.  Efficiency in 

neoclassical theory derives from prices moving quickly towards market-clearing 

equilibrium – slow movement will bring inefficiencies and welfare losses. 

 

    Should markets fail to reach equilibrium, outside intervention might be able to correct 

the failures and promote efficiency.  Chances for ethical oversight come forth, as in the 
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traditional ethics of pricing, yet a big difference persists.  In the traditional view, external 

intervention resets the price norm at a just level and holds it there; in the neoclassical 

view, it gets prices moving again, allegedly towards equilibrium.  The former wishes to 

revise the price norm, the latter to erase it.   Removing imperfections and letting prices 

move freely towards equilibrium is the neoclassical goal, a conclusion built into the 

theory from the outset.  We end up with the familiar orthodox verdict on rigid, sticky or 

inflexible prices, which recognises them as existing but struggles to explain them 

(Greenwald and Stiglitz, 1989; Blinder et al., 1998).  Prices should change whenever 

external factors change, in short run or long run. 

 

    Variable and differentiated prices often turn out to be optimal in neoclassical models.  

An example is the ‘dynamic prices’ for areas such as energy supply with periodic changes 

in demand (Faruqui, 2012; Joskow and Wolfram, 2012).  Optimisation declares that 

prices should be higher during peak demand and lower when demand slackens off.  The 

price then varies for the same item consumed at different times of day, with some 

consumers paying more than others.  This flouts horizontal equity, as revealed by the 

alternative name for dynamic pricing: individual-level price discrimination.  Uneven 

treatment of buyers may be regarded as unfair and provoke consumer dissatisfaction 

(Garbarino and Lee, 2003; Haws and Bearden, 2006).  Another example is ‘nonlinear 

pricing’, in which the price depends on the amount purchased, with a lower average price 

for bulk buying (Wilson, 1993).  This too can be given an efficiency rationale but 

discriminates among customers.  

 

    Having several prices for the same item is not supposed to endure – it breaks the ‘law 

of one price’ and fuels arbitrage that makes prices converge on the equilibrium (Isard, 

1977; Richardson, 1978).  If arbitrage opportunities are limited, as with services or 

time-specific goods, room for price differentials will be greater: the goods can be kept 

apart, as if they are unique items.  In perfect price discrimination, the seller charges each 

buyer their maximum willingness to pay and enjoys the best possible terms of trade 

(Phlips, 1988).  Cross-sectional price discrimination is pushed to the extreme, trading 

gains are biased towards the seller, yet trade is efficient.  Inefficiency enters the scene 

only when the seller charges all buyers a single, higher price and thereby diminishes trade, 

as in monopoly or oligopoly.  Discriminatory pricing can be defended for reducing 
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efficiency losses, especially under increasing returns and economies of scope, so it may 

seem ethical (Elegido, 2011).  Price variation may well be reckoned superior to uniform 

pricing. 

 

    Neoclassical theory depicts price movements as the means of attaining equilibrium, but 

stays silent on how they occur in reality.  They are modelled through comparative-statics, 

putting one equilibrium against another, and artificial devices like the ‘Walrasian 

auctioneer’ are routinely adopted (Fisher, 1989).  Stability of market-clearing equilibrium 

has been an unresolved issue, defying numerous efforts to tackle it (Ackerman, 2002; 

Kirman, 2006).  Rapid price movements may not have the equilibrating function assigned 

to them, even in an abstract theoretical model, and could yield random, unknowable 

consequences.  If neoclassical analysis has major flaws on its own theoretical terrain, it 

will be a poor guide to economic practice. 

 

    The implausibility of perfect competition motivated the theories of monopolistic and 

imperfect competition developed in the mid-twentieth century (Chamberlin, 1933; 

Robinson, 1933).  These theories admit that firms have market power and influence the 

conditions of supply and demand to set prices above the market-clearing level.  Profit 

maximisation is still the assumed objective of firms and pricing still a significant mode 

of competition.  Although the new theories could stand alone, the later orthodox literature 

has embodied them in the structure-conduct-performance framework (Scherer, 1980).  

Market structures are arrayed as points on a scale, with perfect competition at one pole, 

monopoly at the other, and imperfect competition in between.  The only Pareto-efficient 

option is perfect competition, which must therefore be the ideal.  All the other options are 

imperfect, marred by price rigidities and market failures. 

 

   A more thorough critique of orthodoxy requires an approach that cannot be merged with 

neoclassical economics, as in theories of oligopoly emphasising strategic interaction 

(Rothschild, 1947).  Large corporations with extensive market power aim to prolong their 

dominance – the true objective is not to maximise profits but to safeguard the status quo.  

Pricing policy switches from seeking the highest price possible to generating a chronic 

surplus.  Oligopolists want fixed prices that maintain their profits, as against variable 

prices that could threaten profitability.  Trying to eradicate rival firms through price 
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competition would be unwise, since the rivals also have great market power.  Instead, 

firms interact strategically, with competition by non-price methods less damaging for 

collective profits, such as advertising, branding and marketing.  Any price competition 

will be modest and fleeting, confined to the disposal of new entrants or temporary 

discounting bound up with advertising campaigns.  Prices will be much less variable than 

neoclassical theory would predict. 

 

 

 

 

4.  Benefits of Limited Price Variation 

 

Applause for flexible pricing obscures why prices should be stable and adjusted only 

occasionally.  The traditional ethics of pricing has retained its force.  To manipulate prices 

for private gain, ignoring the harm done to other people, can be seen as immoral.  Cautious 

price movements that respond to external changes and preserve balanced trading can be 

seen as morally acceptable.  Various other concerns provide reasons for limited price 

variation.  The arguments below are independent of the just price and pertain at any price 

level.  Even if prices are unjust, price stability may nonetheless have value.  

 

 

4.1  Trading Volumes 

 

The main purpose of a price is to assist trade and boost its volume.  On a typical dictionary 

definition, a price is the sum in money for which something can be bought or sold.  Setting 

and publishing prices informs potential traders about the terms of trade, helping them 

decide whether to proceed.  Without a published price, people must arrange their own 

terms of trade through bargaining, haggling or higgling (Fanselow, 1990; Brown, 1994).  

The simplicity of a single price has been lost; completing a transaction takes time and 

effort from the traders, who must thrash out an agreement.  While the terms of trade 

should be mutually acceptable, they hinge on bargaining power and may be unfair.  

Trading volumes will be low, depressed by uncertain terms of trade that differ with every 

purchase. 
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4.2  Information 

 

The informational role of prices requires them to be stable.  A price that always moves 

around is hardly a price at all – it communicates no durable rate of exchange.  For prices 

to be informative, they should stay constant long enough to be normalised and observed.  

A norm can be revised when necessary, though revisions should be rare.  Ceaseless price 

movements will impede decision-making, discourage trade and reduce welfare (Shackle, 

1972, Chapter 21; Hodgson, 1988, Chapter 8; Jackson, 2019, Chapter 7).  Prices should 

adhere to a fixed-but-adjustable pattern with periods of stability punctuated by occasional 

adjustments.  Traders can then enter the market sure that they know the terms of trade and 

will not encounter sudden price changes. 

 

 

4.3  Consistency 

 

Market prices are disseminated far and wide, for the advice of the public.  A key feature 

of a market is consistent pricing, in which traders face the same price and trading 

conditions.   Variable prices breach horizontal equity: traders selling or buying the same 

item are not treated the same.  Some price differentials might come from an item being 

subdivided into categories viewed as separate items in separate markets, but a 

well-organised market should not be susceptible to fragmentation.  Uniform pricing is 

ethically desirable as it guarantees evenness among all entrants to the market. 

 

 

4.4  Income Security 

 

In a capitalist economy, where many things are commodified, most incomes stem from 

prices.  Producers must sell output to realise profits, so their revenue depends on regular 

trade at a stable price.  Workers sell time and services on a labour market, which tethers 

earnings to the wage rate.  Income security throughout the economy hangs on the stability 

of prices and wages.  If prices change frequently, many incomes will be destabilised.  
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Private firms may go bust if their revenues fall and costs rise after unforeseen price 

movements.  Wage earners may lose their livelihoods if wage rates are variable and could 

plummet at any time. 

 

 

4.5  Macroeconomic Stability 

 

As noted by Keynesian economics, short-run macroeconomic adjustment happens 

through output changes; relative prices remain steady when aggregate demand rises or 

falls.  Supply and demand curves are ill-defined, and prices are set by producers/sellers 

who shun the price movements that neoclassical theory would advocate (Gu and Lee, 

2012).  Output changes are the preferred option, easily achievable for producers operating 

with excess capacity.  Rapid price and wage movements across the whole economy lead 

to both relative-price changes and inflation.  Unanticipated price disturbances create 

fundamental uncertainty that deters investment, hindering prospects for growth (Lavoie, 

2014, Chapter 1).  Price stability has macroeconomic advantages, because it upholds 

aggregate demand and keeps the economy running.  Flexibility is accomplished not by 

price movements but by output, employment and productivity changes within the 

economy’s capacity limits (Jackson, 2015).  Belying the free-market imagery of flexible 

prices, capitalist economies prosper when prices are stable and do not add to the 

uncertainties for investors. 

 

 

4.6  Moderated Inflation 

 

The orthodox separation of inflation and pricing, with inflation derived from changes in 

the money supply, is untenable in practice.  Alternatives to the orthodox view stress 

cost-push inflation, driven by interactions among individual prices.  Inflation rises with 

the frequency at which prices and wages are revised in a wage-price spiral.  Greater 

stability of individual prices translates into lower inflation for the economy.  Moderated 

inflation should not be squeezed down to zero.  Efforts to do so through deflationary 

policies would have harsh consequences from the shrinkage of aggregate demand, decline 

in economic activity, rise in unemployment, and loss of bargaining power for the poorest 
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sections of society.  Prices that adjust occasionally but not continually should produce 

positive but low inflation, arguably the best outcome.   

 

 

4.7  Reduced Speculation 

 

Most speculation feeds on price movements or differentials that allow speculators to buy 

low and sell high – their profit is someone else’s loss, in an unproductive, zero-sum game.  

Stable prices narrow the openings for exploiting other traders.  Speculators thrive on 

markets with little regulation, unequal access to information, and volatile prices; they may 

at times encourage the price changes from which they benefit.  Where markets are prone 

to speculation, efforts to block it can restore price stability and calm down the trading 

conditions: an example is the Tobin tax designed to temper financial speculation (Tobin, 

1978; Ul Haq, Kaul and Grunberg, 1996; Erturk, 2006).  Subduing speculative trade 

would stabilise the economy and curb the risk of financial crises. 

 

 

 

 

5.  Price Variation in Practice 

 

Prices seldom change continually in actual markets.  Diversity among price movements 

has been well documented – comparisons of fixed and flexible prices are widespread, as 

are references to price rigidities and stickiness (Andersen, 1994; Blinder et al., 1998; Bils 

and Klenow, 2004).  Some prices vary more than others.  Gardiner Means made a famous 

distinction between ‘market prices’ that change frequently and ‘administered prices’ that 

change rarely (Means, 1935, 1939).  The two categories were defined through the number 

of price changes during a given period.  In Means’ original empirical work based on US 

price data for 1926-1933, market prices changed almost every month during the 

eight-year period; administered prices had fewer than five price changes; other cases were 

unclassified (Means, 1935).  The border dividing market prices from administered prices 

was always arbitrary and imprecise.  Even market prices underwent periods of constancy 

among the intermittent price movements. 
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    To treat prices as variables, a stock assumption of neoclassical economics, is to 

exaggerate their variability.  Prices move stepwise, with plateaus interrupted by 

occasional adjustments (Carlton, 1986; Powers and Powers, 2001; Rátfai, 2007; Wolman, 

2007; Klenow and Malin, 2010).  Empirical studies of price movements rest on two main 

indicators: the average frequency of price changes, and the average price durations for 

different goods and services.  Average frequency is measured by the proportion of prices 

that change in a given period.  An international comparative survey of the mean monthly 

price-change frequency for consumer goods and services found a median value of 19%, 

the majority of countries falling in the range from 10% to 30% (Álvarez, 2008, Table 2; 

Klenow and Malin, 2010, Table 1).  Average duration is measured by the number of 

months that elapse between price changes.  Empirical results based on US consumer price 

data for the period 1988-2009 found a mean price duration of 6.2 months for all items, 

with 3.0 months for durable goods, 5.8 months for non-durable goods, and 9.4 months for 

services (Klenow and Malin, 2010, Table 5).  Similar empirical results including 

European data found an average price duration of 13.0 months for the Euro area and 6.7 

months for the US, suggesting lower price variation in Europe (Dhyne et al., 2006, 

Table 2).  These findings demonstrate that prices undergo stepwise adjustment with 

periods of constancy.  Some markets have shorter plateaus and more frequent changes, 

but all markets follow the same pattern. 

 

    Financial markets are often thought to epitomise rapid price adjustment.  Trading 

volumes change quickly and high-frequency transaction data record myriad price 

changes.  Even here, however, data have to be discrete rather than continuous: market 

rules stipulate that prices must be on a pre-specified scale, as multiples of the smallest 

permitted price adjustment (Russell and Engle, 2010).   The fastest price changes are 

never quite smooth and instantaneous.  Daily trading patterns in financial markets take a 

U-shape, since most trading occurs near the start and close of trade, with a lull in the 

middle; accordingly, price durations take an inverted U-shape (McInish and Wood, 1992; 

Russell and Engle, 2010).  Price variability diminishes at certain times of day.  

Sociological studies of financial markets show that price making, networking and other 

non-competitive elements are common, notwithstanding the aura of competitive purity 

(Knorr Cetina and Bruegger, 2002; Sassen, 2005; Preda, 2007).  In place of well-behaved 
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‘efficient markets’, there is a risk of instability, attested by the history of financial crises 

and crashes (Kindleberger and Aliber, 2011; Bilginsoy, 2015).  Large price movements 

are linked to crises and speculative behaviour, as opposed to convergence on equilibrium. 

 

    Manufactured goods have stable, cost-determined prices that change rarely (Gu and 

Lee, 2012).  With no external authority to act as referee, producers/sellers can set their 

own prices.  Empirical studies of price duration find a contrast between raw materials and 

manufactured goods: in the US study of price duration cited above, the average duration 

was 1.1 months for raw goods but 6.9 months for processed goods and services (Klenow 

and Malin, 2010, Table 5).  Price stability protects the manufacturers through prices 

normalised to generate profit from a mark-up of price over costs.  It can protect buyers as 

well, allowing prices to convey information, reduce uncertainty and establish normal 

terms of trade.  Yet prices are high and it is not the balanced trade that traditional ethics 

would endorse. 

 

    In markets for natural produce and raw materials, sellers cannot control supply, which 

depends on environmental factors.  Prices are demand-determined and change with 

external events (Kalecki, 1971, Chapter 5).  Volatile prices will be troublesome to both 

sellers, whose incomes are rendered insecure, and buyers, who face capricious pricing for 

food and other needs.  Price regulation can prevent unruly price changes.  The Common 

Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the European Union, for example, stabilises agricultural 

prices by manipulating demand, in order to bolster farmers’ incomes and Europe’s food 

production (Ackrill, 2000).  Estimates of the welfare effects confirm that the beneficiaries 

are producers, while the losers are consumers and taxpayers: Buckwell et al. (1982) 

estimated that in 1980 the average gain to producers in the EC-9 countries was $30,686 

million, against an average loss to consumers and taxpayers of $34,580 million and 

$11,494 million respectively (Demekas et al., 1988, Table 2).  The monetary estimates 

can only be approximate, but the biases are clear enough.  As with manufactured goods, 

price stability is tarnished by a high price set to benefit the producer/seller side of the 

market. 

 

    Less developed countries see a different method of price stabilisation for natural 

produce.  Here the local producers have scant influence and market power lies with the 
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buyers, multinational corporations based in developed countries.  Scarcity of natural 

resources might be expected to lift their prices, but the chronic trend has been a worsening 

of the terms of trade for primary producers, summarised by the Prebisch-Singer thesis 

(Toye and Toye, 2003).  An empirical study using international data compiled over 

several centuries found a negative average annual price change for various natural 

products: examples are tea at -1.40%, coffee at -0.77%, sugar at -1.20%, jute at -1.48%, 

wool at -0.65%, and silver at -0.82% (Harvey et al., 2010, Table 1).  Resource prices have 

fallen to low levels that favour the multinationals and developed countries but harm the 

countries from which the produce originated.  This imbalance has prompted the campaign 

for global fair trade (Raynolds, Murray and Wilkinson, 2007; Archer and Fritsch, 2010).  

Better organisation among consumers and local producers should improve the terms of 

trade by countering the power of the multinationals.  No global authority is available to 

act as neutral, omnipotent regulator. 

 

    Price variation in practice mirrors the traditional ethics in so far that prices change only 

intermittently and move stepwise.  The drawback is that prices are high, usually set by 

the producers/sellers or by regulators under their sway (as with the CAP).  Traders have 

stabilised prices through market power, with ambiguous results: the stability has value 

for all traders, even those on the weaker side of the market, but enforces an unjust price.  

Although the ethical consequences are mixed, the benefits from stable prices have been 

appreciated and offset the pressures for price amendments.  

 

 

 

 

6.  Conclusion 

 

Orthodox price theory and the traditional ethics of pricing each have a narrow, unrealistic 

view of how prices should be determined.  The orthodox view, guided by neoclassical 

economics, wants prices to be mobile in pursuit of market-clearing equilibrium, yet price 

fixing is routine in modern developed economies, a strategic choice by oligopolies to 

secure their profits.  The traditional ethics of pricing wants prices to be just and treats 

price stability as secondary, in a definite ranking – balanced trade first, then stable prices.  
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Reality is seldom so neat: prices are set and normalised by sellers with market power, at 

levels above the just price.   

 

    A broader approach is for price variation to be an ethical question distinct from the 

price level, as the current paper has argued.  Prioritising the just price imposes 

unnecessary restrictions on ethical assessment.  A case for stable prices can be persuasive, 

even if they are unjust, and in choosing a stable or unstable price at the same level, the 

stable option would be preferable.  Price stability eases trade, underpins livelihoods and 

sustains the economy, regardless of whether trade is balanced.  Valuing stability for its 

own sake will permit compromises between balance and stability.  

 

    The upshot is an extended middle-ground argument that applies not only to the price 

level but to price variation.  Prices should be neither too high nor too volatile, both aspects 

staying inside tolerable limits.  Compromises can be reached within these limits.  Such a 

perspective tallies with public attitudes towards pricing, which will tolerate occasional 

price rises but object if things go too far and prices are deemed unduly high or volatile.  

The yardstick of acceptability could be public opinion or its formal expression through 

legal judgements.  Tolerable limits for price variation could be higher in some markets 

than others: lowest for basic needs, where volatile prices have immediate social 

consequences; highest for financial markets, where price changes are less direct in their 

social effects. 

 

    Moderate price changes as an ethical goal will carry over to moderate inflation.  If rises 

in individual prices are limited, average price rises will also be limited, given the 

significance of costs in causing inflation.  The aim would not be zero inflation, too severe 

in its deflationary impact, but a tolerable inflation rate, low and steady.  Dampening of 

price variations across time and place can encompass inflation and the average price level.  

The middle-ground argument thus pertains to all the different forms of price variation. 

 

    Ethical assessment of pricing should go beyond the just price to consider price 

movements and the role of prices in the economy.  The case for balanced trade can remain, 

accompanied by a case for price stability, keeping both the price level and price variation 

within acceptable ranges.  Assessment is no longer fixated on a hypothetical ideal; 
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instead, it seeks tolerable outcomes that avoid large inequities and let prices fulfil their 

proper functions.  Paying heed to price variation can strengthen the ethics of pricing and 

increase its practical relevance.  
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